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1 Introduction 

Let p = 1, 2, 3, 5, or 7, rt(P) = fo(P) U (;  り几(p)be the Fricke Group of 

level p, and IHI= {z EC I Im(z) > O} be the complex upper half plane. It is known 
that a fundamental domain for rt (p) is given by 

JF+(p) = { z E IHI lzl 2: 7P'z十；ミ心，一；::; Re(z) ::; 0} 
1 

U { z E IHI lzl >― z--
1 1 1 

.jp'2 >賛,0 < Re(z) < 2}. 

Pp 

Figure 1: JF+(p) (p = 1, 2, 3) 
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Here, we put P1 = 

Pp,l 

恥，2

-------,,¥ 

‘‘ V 
、-

Figure 2: JF+(p) (p = 5, 7) 

1 v'3・ 1 i 1 i 1 i 

＿ぅ＋す2,P2 =一ぅ+2'p3 =一ぅ＋声， P5,l=―ぅ＋亨
2 i 1 

P5,2 = -5 + 5, P1,1 = --+ -i 5 嘉・
2 2v'7'and P1,2 =―五＋田•

In 1970, Rankin and Swinnerton-Dyer studied the location of the zeros of the 

Eisenstein series 凪(z):=1- 続江~1 びk-l(n)qn of weight k 2: 4 for the full mod-

ular group SL立）＝間(1),where q = e21riz, Bk is the kth Bernoulli number, and 

虹 1(n) = Ld n dk-l. They showed that all the zeros of Ek on IFt lie on the lower 

boundary arc [6]. Their method can be applied other holomorphic modular form. 

In recent years the locations of the zeros of certain holomorphic modular forms 

have been studied in several cases. In the cases of the Eisenstein series for rす(2)
and rt(3) have been studied by Miezaki, Nozaki, and Shigezumi [5], for rt(5) and 

闘(7)by Shigezumi [7]. Here, the Eisenstein series of weight k 2: 4 for rt(P) is 
defined by 

E+ 
1 

p,k(z) = k国 (z)+炉品(pz)).
l+pう

In 2008, Duke and Jenkins considered weakly holomorphic modular forms for 

S L2 (Z) [3]. They constructed the natural basis of the space of weakly holomorphic 
modular form and proved that the zeros of almost all elements in the natural basis 

on IFt lie on the lower boundary arc. By using their method, Choi and Im studied 

the zeros of certain weakly holomorphic modular forms for rt(2) and obtained a 

similar result [l]. 
In this paper, we consider in the cases of rt(3), rt(5), and rす(7).
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2 Natural basis 

A holomorphic function f on IHI is a weakly holomorphic modular form of weight 

k E 2Z for rt (p) if f satisfies 

fじ二） = (cz + d)げ(z)for any z E IHI, (: !) E同(p).

f has a q-expansion of the form f(z) =ど町(n)qn
nEZ 

such that町(n)= 0 for almost all n < 0. 

Let n f be the smallest integer such that町（町）ヂ 0,we define f is a holomorphic 
modular form if nf :2'. 0, a cusp form if町>0. We denote the space of weakly 
holomorphic modular forms of weight k for rt (p) by~ 川(rt(p)), the space of holo-
morphic modular forms by Mk(rt(p)), and the space of cusp forms by Sk(rt(p)). 

For k 2: 4, let E土） =1-続区:=la2k-1(n)qn be the Eisenstein series of weight 

k for SL心）， rJ(z)= q姦rr:=1(1 り

0~ff 
-q be the Dedekind eta function. Put 

follows. 

if p = 1, 3, 7 

if p = 2 , we define△; E S,s(rt(p)), and j;; E Ml(rt(p)) as 

if p = 5 
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if p = l 

otherwise. 

8+2 
k~ 叩 +r,where仇 EZand r, ~{ 

k-[加
if k三 2(mod 15) 

otherwise 

Put m'= mpょ＝轡叩+dimふ(rt(p)). Theorem 2.4 of [2] says that there 
exists a unique weakly holomorphic modular form f k,m E Mk (rt (p)) such that 

fk,m(z) = q―m + Q(qm'+l) 

for each integer m 2: -m'. 
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Then, {fk,m}m2: ー m'forma natural basis of M叩 (p)).
Moreover, fk,m can be written explicitly by 

fk,m = (心）Ck△ p,rぶ，m+m1(ば）

k,m+m'1s a momc polynomial of degree where△叩k= frk,-m四 kE Mrk(rt(p)) and F . 
m+m'. We can check that Fk,m+m'has rational coefficients, since the q-coefficients 

of△; and△四kare rational. Hence, the q-coefficients of f k,m are also rational. 
The following is an integral formula of f k,m which play an important role in inves-

tigating the zeros of !k,m・ 

Proposition 2.1. [2, p. 756] Let fk := fk,-m'= (L1t)fk△四k,then we have 

fk,m(z) = 1 f fk(z)h-k(T)q'三―1 I 

加 iC Jt(T) -Jば(z
dq' 

where q':= e21riT and C is the circle centered at O in the q'-plane with a sufficiently 
small radius. 

Duke and Jenkins proved the above formula in the case of SL2(Z) indepen-
dently [3]. They also showed the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1. [3, Theorem 1] Let {fk,m}匹—m'be the natural basis for ML (SL立））．
Ifm2'. 囚ー仇 thenall the zeros of fk,m in JFt lie on the lower boundary arc. 

In the case of rす(2),Choi and Im obtained a similar result. 

k,m m2".-m'be the natural basis for ML (rt (2)). Theorem 2.2. [1 Theorem 1.2] Let {f } 

Ifm2:21£ 叶ー仇十 8,then all the zeros of !k,m in JF! lie on the lower boundary 
arc. 

3 Results 

The following theorems are our main results. 

Theorem 3.1. [4, Theorem 1.1] Let{Jk,m}m2'.-m'be the natural basis for ML(rt(3)). 
If m 2 181仇I+ 23, then all the zeros of !k,m in IFt lie on the lower boundary arc. 

Theorem 3.2. (Kuga) Let p = 5, 7 and {!k,m}立—m'be the natural basis for 

ML(同(p)).
If m is sufficiently large, then all the zeros of fk,m in IFt lie on the lower boundary 
arcs. 
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The proof motivates real estimation. For simplicity, we prove only in the case 
of p = 3 and rk = 0 here. 

Lemma 3.1. If f =~00 
n2':n1 

疇 nE Mk(闘(3))has real Fourier coefficients, then 
ik0 

e 2 f (伍0)is real for all 0 E [ふ胴 Inparticular, e i~ ゚ fk,m(伍0)is real for 

all 0 E [ふ閉].
Proof. For all z E IHI, we note that 

1(~)=(ふ）勺(z),
and 

J(z) = I: 如）e21rinz = L a(n)e加 inz= L a(n)e21rin(一芝） = f(一芝）．
n:C:nf n~nf n:2'.nf 

Putz= 古げ(~::; 0さ悟）， then計＝一古e―i0=—乏. Hence 

!(人び0)= f(z) = f(一乏）=!(三）＝（ふ）勺(z)= e町（人ei0)

Thus, we obtain 

e町 (~ei0) =e町（占0)

The valence formula for rt(3) is given as follows. 

Lemma 3.2. Let f E ML(r0+(3)), which is not identically zero. 

1 1 
Vioo (J) + 2v 73 (J) +計p3(J)+ 

where vp(f) is the order off at p. 

L 呼合p3
pEIFj 

k 
叫f)= -

6' 

We have 

ロ

The following Lemma can be proved by rearranging the integral formula of 

fk,m・ 
1 

Lemma 3.3. Put h(0) = e―21rm 7a sin 0虞い (73ei0)and a(0) =号ー21rm古cos0. 

(a) For all 0 E rn, 徳],ifm 2: 91仇I-2£k + 18, 

lh(0) -2cosa(0)1 < 1.9674. 

(b) For all 0 E 噌，舟—晶；], if m 2: 181仇I+23, 

lh(0) -2cosa(0)1 < 0.99728. 
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proof of the Theorem 3.1 (for rk = 0). 
Put h(0) = e―2呵 7asin0虞゚ い（記0) and 0:(0) =讐ー 21rm古cos0. Then 

Lemma 3.1 implies h(0) is a continuous real valued function. By lemma 3.2, we 
suffice to show that h(0) has at least 2£k + m zeros in the interval [示懇].When 
m :;:> 181£ 叶+23, we can check that 

a([~, 予—二］）っ［叩，（叩 +m-})1r]

By lemma 3.3, we can determine the sign of h(0) when a(0) takes the values 3£k1r, 

（叫+l)1r, (叫 +2)1r,... , (叩 +m-2)1r,(5仇十 m-l)1r, and (5仇十 m —訪）7r. 

a(0) I 2cosa(0) I sgn(h(0)) I 
3£ 紅 2(-l)fk (-1)保

(3仇+l)1r 2(-l)f叶 1 (-lY叶 1

(3仇+2)1r 2(-lYk (-1)保

(5£k + m -2)1r 2(-l)fk (-1)保

(5£k + m -l)1r 2(-l)c叶 1 (-l)f叶 1

（叩 +m-柱）T (-l)fk (-l)Jl,k 

By the intermediate value theorem, h(0) has at least 2£k + m distinct zeros in 

the interval [ふ胴
We complete the proof. ロ
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